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 The key here is that you must be using the same version of the game to patch to as the patch is written for (as not all patches are compatible with each other).If the patch you are trying to use is the first that has been published for your version, you should receive an error stating "The Patch file is not compatible with your game version." If you get this error, simply download an older version of the
same patch and try it again. If that does not work, try a different patch, or even try one of the later patches. If you are still having problems, let me know by PMing me, and I'll try to help you. ======================================= 5. Patch Utilities This section will detail the various patch utilities provided by Malformed that will be used to troubleshoot and automate patches. - [x]

Open & Close Patch The Open and Close Patch utilities can be used to open and close any patch. This can be helpful when you are trying to troubleshoot a patch, and you're having troubles, or when you need to apply a patch to a particular instance of a game. Simply run these scripts in the order shown, and they will open the patch, and close the patch after you have performed your troubleshooting. -
[x] Apply Patch The Apply Patch utility will allow you to apply all of the current patches to a game. - [x] Apply Patch (Multi Instance) The Apply Patch utility will allow you to apply all of the current patches to all of the instances of a game. This is useful when you have multiple instances of a game installed on the same game. - [x] Apply Patch (Single Instance) The Apply Patch utility will allow you

to apply a patch to a single instance of a game. This can be used if you are a developer that does not require multiple instances of the game. - [x] Auto Apply Patch The Auto Apply Patch utility will automatically apply the current patches for you, and it will also close any patches it finds that are not compatible with your game. - [x] Export Patch The Export Patch utility will allow you to export
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